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MIDDLETOWN -- Impact Oasis, a growing and working farm for adults with autism, was barely open for two months when
superstorm Sandy came through the township. The storm left its mark on the farm with dozens of fallen trees and a few
downed wires.
ADVERTISEMENT
Fortunately, the storm didn’t damage any structures on the property, where Impact Oasis holds its Transitional Residential/Adult Independent Learning Center for adults with autism. The charitable organization created farm centers to assist
students with employment, independent living and social skills.

Tough time for specialneeds kids

Mai Cleary, president of Impact Oasis, said the farm was closed to residents for two weeks for lack of electricity because
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On Saturday, between 20 and 30 volunteers, bundled up in winter gear, took part in a community
cleanup to help restore
the farm. Duties ranged from collecting fallen branches, moving wood chips, putting up chicken wire, and covering up the
swimming pool.

Students from Christian Brothers Academy in Middletown came out for the cleanup, Among them was Mark Mancuso of
Sea Girt. It was his first time at Impact Oasis.“
It’s a really great idea, and I think it’s good for the community here,” said Mancuso, 17. “There’s a lot more damage than I
thought there was going to be, but I think we’re doing a pretty good job.”
Impact Oasis, which opened in September, is jointly owned with the township and is the first farmstead model in New
Jersey. The 26-acre property was paid for with $1 million in contributions to the organization, $900,000 in township funds,
and $1 million in state Green Acres funds.
The program, for ages 18 to 27, has four residents who live on the property and three part-time day students. Classes run
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through Friday. The four-year vocational and independent living program -- September through
May -- is focused on agriculture, food and the environment, while afternoons and evenings are for recreational activities.
Cleary, 53, said Impact Oasis was recently designated by the state as a self-directed money service provider, so parents
of autistic children can use state financial assistance to pay its tuition. Supplemental Security Income can be used to paystudents’ room and board.
“We’re trying to make it so parents don’t have to hardly spend any of their money, and the rest we manage by fundraising,” Cleary said.
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Phillip Antone, 17, of Middletown and his mother, Karen, pick fresh vegetables from the kitchen garden on the grounds
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details about the 17yearold: Social interaction is tough for the teen, she

The organization is busy working towards itswrites,
localsosustainable
goals. to
It work
will with
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greenhouses -- one hydroponic and
he should be encouraged
peers.
one geodesic dome. They have $24,000 for the project, but $150,000 will be needed to add both to the farm.
If he gets a little frustrated, a joke or funny face may bring him back on track

In addition, 35 chicks will be delivered to the—farm
March
4, and
pastures
for goats and possibly horses and
Phillip’s
got a great
sense developing
of humor, Antone
adds.
cows is under way, Cleary said. Sheep are also in the plans, so students can learn to sheer them and make yarn.
It’s among a dozen other fast facts she includes about the boy, who’s autistic.

“We want the animals for the students, and also they’re going to be taking care of them,” said Cleary. “They’ll be getting
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eggs from the chickens, and goat’s milk [to make] yogurt drinks
(and)
soap.”
“Transition was one of the big issues Phillip had;
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The teen, a Boy Scout and cross country team
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